PRO-VISION®
Video Systems

REAR VISION AND
MOBILE VIDEO
RECORDING
SYSTEMS

RELIABLE • SIMPLE • AFFORDABLE™

COMMERCIAL
PRO-VISION® Video Systems is an expert in commercial mobile video technology. We engineer, manufacture, supply and install rear vision and video recording systems, body-worn cameras and software solutions exclusively for commercial, mobile applications.

In-House Engineering
Engineered, designed and tested by the PRO-VISION® in-house engineering team, PRO-VISION® products are built, supported and enhanced by the people who know the products inside and out.

Factory Installation
PRO-VISION® national installers come direct from the factory equipped with the right tools and training to get the job done right the first time, on time, every time. They will complete your on-site installation better, faster and cheaper than any contractor or by doing it yourself.

Exceptional Service
Available at no additional cost, PRO-VISION® takes pride in providing the highest level of quality customer service & technical support, all based from our US Headquarters.

Affordable Leasing
Overcome limited budgets with affordable system leasing from PRO-VISION®. Leasing allows you to outfit every vehicle for one low monthly payment and transfers ownership of the systems to you at the completion of the lease.

Body-Worn Video
The BODYCAM® BC-300 body-worn camera can protect your personnel and increase safety across your organization by capturing 1296p High-Definition video, 34MP still photos and high-fidelity audio clips with the press of a single button.

Video Management
SecuraMax™ by PRO-VISION® is designed to answer video management challenges with a secure, automated, cloud-based digital management solution that enables your organization to manage and store video for any length of time, simplifying the video management process and increasing efficiency.

IMPROVE SAFETY
REDUCE LIABILITY
INCREASE SECURITY
Event Alarm Video is triggered during excessive acceleration, braking and cornering with the Erratic Driving Sensor built into the PRO-VISION® Solid-State Commercial Video Recording System at no additional cost.

The PRO-VISION® Solid-State Commercial Video Recording System will provide a video record of all activity in and around your vehicles when on the road, on scene or at a service location. When you have a video record, less time, staff and expense are required to audit routes, resolve service issues, justify service charges or provide evidence of safe vehicle operation.

Solid-State Design has NO moving parts or the failures that come with them, making PRO-VISION® more rugged and reliable than any hard drive system available. PRO-VISION® backs this bold reliability claim with the longest standard warranty in the industry — 5 YEARS!

The PRO-VISION® System will provide a video record of all activity in and around your vehicles when on the road, on scene or at a service location. When you have a video record, less time, staff and expense are required to audit routes, resolve service issues, justify service charges or provide evidence of safe vehicle operation.

No other company in the industry provides a more inclusive, longer-lasting warranty. Our 5-YEAR System Warranty and LIFETIME Cable and SDXC Card Warranty cover you, no matter where you bought your system or who installed it.

*To customers outside the U.S. & Canada, certain restrictions and limitations apply.
The Benefits?

- Fewer Accidents
- Better Safety Record
- Reduced Liability
- Increased Productivity

Increase visibility in and around your commercial vehicles and equipment when on the road, on scene or at a service location.

**COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEMS**

HD Camera Light™
HD Flush Mount Camera
HD Profile Camera
HD Heavy Duty Camera
5.0" Waterproof HD Monitor (3 channel)
5.0" HD Monitor (Diametric)
10.1" Quad View HD Monitor (4 channel)
7.0" HD Monitor (Diametric)

HD Flush Mount Camera
HD Low Profile Camera
VLI Series™ Wireless Camera

The benefits?

- Increase visibility in and around your commercial vehicles and equipment when on the road, on scene or at a service location.
- Fewer accidents.
- Better safety record.
- Reduced liability.
- Increased productivity.

**Versatile Mounting**

No other company in the industry provides a non-inclusive, longer lasting warranty. Our PRO-VISION® Video Connectors will provide years of service life with an O-Ringed and Threaded Design, External Protective Boot and IP69K Waterproof Rating.

**GUARANTEED RELIABLE**

With innovative solutions like the patented 2.0" or 2.5" Camera Light™, the extensive PRO-VISION® product line gives you options that any other vendor or shop cannot. Our 5-year system warranty and Lifetime SDXC card warranty cover you, no matter where you bought your system or who installed it.

**1080p TRUE HD VIEWS**

With cameras capturing views up to 1080p HD, the best video quality in the industry, camera views have up to seven times more detail than others, which could mean the difference in preventing an expensive accident.

**INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS**

With the latest in wireless technology, PRO-VISION® cameras have a range of over 500 ft, giving you a more reliable coverage and a larger operating range than other brands.

**VERSATILE MOUNTING**

From the windshield to the dash, the multiple LCD monitor mounting brackets available provide endless mounting options so you can find the right one for your vehicle.

**WIRELESS CAMERAS**

Increase versatility and simplify installation with PRO-VISION® wireless cameras. By utilizing the latest in wireless technology, PRO-VISION® cameras have a range of over 500 ft, giving you a more reliable coverage and a larger operating range than other brands.

**Waterproof Cameras**

With IP69K-rated waterproof cameras and connectors, your PRO-VISION® camera is built for rugged performance in any weather condition.

**FMVSS 111 Compliant**

PRO-VISION® rear vision camera systems are FMVSS 111 compliant with Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 111 from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA).

**FMVSS 111 Compliant**

PRO-VISION® rear vision camera systems are FMVSS 111 compliant with Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 111 from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA).

**Simplified Installations**

PRO-VISION® LCD Video Systems are more durable, easier to install and require less cab space with the elimination of the control box required by other brands.

**VERSATILE MOUNTING**

No other company in the industry provides a non-inclusive, longer lasting warranty. Our PRO-VISION® Video Connectors will provide years of service life with an O-Ringed and Threaded Design, External Protective Boot and IP69K Waterproof Rating.

**GUARANTEED RELIABLE**

With innovative solutions like the patented 2.0" or 2.5" Camera Light™, the extensive PRO-VISION® product line gives you options that any other vendor or shop cannot. Our 5-year system warranty and Lifetime SDXC card warranty cover you, no matter where you bought your system or who installed it.

**1080p TRUE HD VIEWS**

With cameras capturing views up to 1080p HD, the best video quality in the industry, camera views have up to seven times more detail than others, which could mean the difference in preventing an expensive accident.

**INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS**

With the latest in wireless technology, PRO-VISION® cameras have a range of over 500 ft, giving you a more reliable coverage and a larger operating range than other brands.
COMMERCIAL

View the full lineup of systems, videos, detailed vehicle configurations and more at provisionusa.com.

✓ COLLISION AVOIDANCE
✓ VIDEO RECORDING
✓ VIDEO MANAGEMENT
✓ FLEET TRACKING